Supplementary Information
To validate the effectiveness of our method in detecting the subtle sperm flagellar beating changes, we performed the same analysis on hyperactivated sperm because hyperactivation is known to cause sperm flagellar beating changes. In the experiments, sperm were stimulated by bourgeonal, a molecule capable of inducing asymmetric flagella beating and Ca 2+ influx 1 , and stimulated sperm presented hyperactivated motility (Supplementary Video 3). Quantitative tracking results confirmed significantly different flagellar behavior. Flagellar beating asymmetry of bourgeonal stimulated sperm oscillated more than ±30° while that of control sperm and rheotaxis turning sperm fluctuated only within ±5° (p<0.0001, Supplementary Figure S1 ). Bourgeonal stimulated sperm also showed significantly higher flagellar beating amplitude (p<0.0001, Supplementary Figure S1 ). These are in agreement with characteristics of hyperactivated motility including highly asymmetric flagellar beating 2 and larger beating amplitude 3 , indicating that our analysis technique is capable of distinguishing different flagellar beating patterns.
As for calcium measurement, the calcium-sensitive dye (Fluo-4) used in this work has been proven that it is capable of monitoring dynamic [Ca 2+ ]i oscillation since the binding and unbinding of Ca 2+ to fluorescent indicator occurs in milliseconds while calcium signaling occurs on the order of seconds 4 . Therefore, the dynamic Ca 2+ signals are not compensated by the kinetics of the dye 5 . Additionally, in bourgeonal stimulation experiments, stimulated sperm demonstrate obvious Ca 2+ influx and significantly higher [Ca 2+ ]i than control sperm, which is in agreement with the literature 6 . Fluorescence intensity increase at sperm flagellum was also observed in bourgeonal-stimulated sperm (Supplementary Video 4) .
These results confirm the capability of our experimental setup for detecting dynamic calcium signaling.
Bourgeonal stimulation methods
Bourgeonal (Enzo Life Sciences, Inc.) was injected into HEPES buffered modified human tubal fluid medium (mHTF, Irvine Scientific) to stimulate sperm. Before injection, an injection micropipette pulled from a glass capillary was modified to form a 1 μm tip. Injection micropipette was filled with 20 μL bourgeonal (1mM in DMSO), and connected to a digitally controlled pump (XenoWorks Digital Microinjector, Sutter Instrument). During injection, the injection micropipette was brought into central field of view in the same focal plane of motile sperm. Injection pressure was chosen such that the injecting volume was comparable with sperm volume and the injected fluid did not form turbulence which disturbed sperm motion. Injected bourgeonal generated the gradient by passive diffusion. Sperm swimming towards the injection position were chosen for analysis. Images were captured in brightfield under 20X objective at 30 frames per second.
